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Operators of offshore production units (OPUs) employ risk-based assessment (RBA) techniques in order to minimise

inspection expenses while maintaining risks at an acceptable level. However, when human divers and workers are

involved in inspections conducted at high heights, the operational risks can be significant. There has been a growing trend

towards the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), autonomous surface vehicles (ASVs), remotely operated vehicles

(ROVs), and autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) for inspections of offshore structures as a means to reduce

exposure to human risk.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Context

The offshore industry is experiencing rapid growth and technological advancement in exploration, collection, and storage.

This progress is accompanied by a commitment to improving safety measures to minimise the risk of accidents .

Although occasional incidents pose environmental and human risks, the industry has adopted preventive measures and

response strategies, demonstrating ongoing commitment to safety .

1.2. Challenges of Traditional Offshore Inspection Methods

The current offshore inspection methods face several issues that hinder their effectiveness and efficiency. One of the main

issues is the reliance on traditional inspection techniques, such as visual inspection and nondestructive testing (NDT),

which are often time-consuming, costly, and limited in their ability to access hard-to-reach areas . These methods

require human intervention and are subject to human error, which makes them less reliable . Furthermore, offshore

installations are subject to perpetual fatigue loading and harsh marine environments, which can cause structural

degradation and damage . Current inspection methods may not be able to accurately detect and assess the extent of

such damage, putting the integrity and safety of offshore structures at risk .

Another issue is the lack of comprehensive risk-based inspection planning (RBI) for offshore installations . RBI involves

assessing the risks associated with the operation of offshore facilities and developing inspection plans based on the

identified risks . However, the implementation of RBI in the offshore industry has been limited and a more systematic

and integrated approach to RBI is required . This is particularly important for offshore wind turbines, which are expected

to continue to develop in deep ocean areas in the coming years .

Furthermore, current inspection methods may not be able to effectively monitor the health and safety of offshore

structures in real time . Traditional inspection techniques often provide a snapshot of the current condition of the

structure, but do not provide continuous monitoring or early detection of potential problems . This can lead to

unexpected failures and higher maintenance costs . Advanced monitoring systems are needed to continuously collect

data on the structural health of offshore installations and provide real-time feedback on their condition .

Moreover, current inspection methods may not be cost-effective, especially considering the large number of offshore

structures and the challenging marine environments in which they operate . Traditional inspection techniques require

significant resources, including manpower, equipment, and time, which can result in high inspection and maintenance

costs . It is essential to find a cost-effective way to plan inspection and maintenance activities that takes into account

the probability, consequences, and cost of these activities . It is necessary to investigate alternative methods to reduce

expenses while still maintaining a high level of accuracy and quality both above and below the water.
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1.3. Advancements in Autonomous Technologies

To address these issues, there have been efforts to develop and implement new inspection technologies and

methodologies in the offshore industry that provide more efficient and cost-effective solutions while minimising human risk

. These include the use of autonomous vehicles such as autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), remotely operated

vehicles (ROVs), unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and autonomous surface vehicles (ASVs).

As noted in , these alternatives must be able to provide accurate and reliable information on the condition of the

equipment, even in challenging environments such as thousands of metres below the ocean surface.

Remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) and autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) have become key players in the

offshore industry, each offering unique advantages .

ROVs are tethered vehicles that are remotely operated by human operators. They are commonly used for routine

inspection tasks at subsea oil and gas installations and can perform light interventions, as discussed by . ROVs

provide real-time video feeds and high-resolution imaging capabilities, allowing operators to visually inspect and assess

the condition of offshore structures . This makes them especially valuable for detailed close inspections that require

high-resolution imagery and advanced sensory data. Their ability to be controlled in real time also allows for an immediate

response to obstacles or changes in mission parameters.

AUVs, on the other hand, which operate independently of surface vessels, have distinct advantages in range,

manoeuvrability, and deployment flexibility . These advantages are particularly significant in complex environments

where tethers can restrict operations. The absence of a tether greatly reduces the risk of entanglement with subsea

structures and allows the AUV to dive deeper and faster. They are equipped with advanced instrumentation and

measurement systems to perform subaquatic tasks and gather data for analysis, as shown by . AUVs have also

been used to map the seafloor and inspect cable and pipelines under the ocean surface, utilising multimodal sonar

sensors for accurate mapping and monitoring . AUVs have recently undergone significant advancements in terms of

operational range and endurance due to the new battery technology, and certain AUV models are now capable of several

days of autonomous operation, as recently demonstrated by the HUGIN© endurance AUV. Lastly, waves and impacts of

underwater currents on the tether are of great concern for ROVs because they may cause them to be swept away or limit

their controllability. AUVs are immune to this limitation, allowing operations under more challenging weather conditions.

Similarly, the industry has shown a recent interest in using autonomous surface vessels (ASVs) and unmanned aerial

vehicles (UAVs) for the inspection of ocean structures that are above the sea water, as shown by . These emerging

technologies have established themselves as essential tools due to their distinct advantages and benefits.

As widely discussed by , ASVs are highly adaptable for collecting data on both the ocean surface and the subsurface

environment, making them a reliable choice even in harsh sea conditions. These vehicles have the ability to navigate

independently around offshore structures while collecting data using integrated sensors including multibeam

echosounders and side-scan sonars . By minimising human error and reducing risks associated with manned

operations, ASVs greatly improve the efficiency of maintenance schedules and potential threat assessments. These

vehicles are designed to operate in harsh ocean environments and reduce human participation in offshore infrastructure

monitoring .

Autonomous UAV technology, also called drones, has emerged as a crucial tool for conducting inspections above the

waterline. These UAVs possess the ability to access difficult-to-reach areas on floating platforms and other ocean

structures, enabling them to capture detailed high-resolution imagery that offers essential information for structural health

monitoring, as shown by . With their agile manoeuvrability and advanced imaging technologies, drones can quickly

detect problems such as corrosion or mechanical damage, allowing for prompt remedial actions. Some even have the

capacity to climb structures . Furthermore, by reducing the need for inspectors to work at great heights or in hazardous

conditions, drones significantly improve safety during inspections.

2. Inspection Requirements for Offshore Production Units

To determine the effectiveness and suitability of vehicle inspection technologies, it is important to have a clear

understanding of the inspection needs of offshore production units. Offshore production units, such as oil rigs and

platforms, and more recently offshore wind turbines , must comply with various safety regulations and undergo regular

inspections. These inspections are conducted to verify the integrity and functionality of the equipment, identify potential

dangers or problems, and ensure compliance with safety standards. Structural integrity management (SIM) is an
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organised approach that aims to ensure the long-term reliability and durability of physical structures . It

encompasses various aspects such as human resources, systems, procedures, and assets.

In order to adhere to the inspection needs of offshore production units, it is essential to comprehend and address the

unique obstacles and circumstances that these structures encounter. Maintaining the SIM plays a critical role in ensuring

the safety and reliability of OPUs. This is achieved through regular inspections conducted in various areas of the platform

(see Section 2.1) with the objective of identifying potential risks or damages that could jeopardise personnel, assets, and

environmental integrity. These inspections are not only obligatory for regulatory compliance, but also serve as proactive

measures aimed at avoiding costly incidents and failures.

Offshore production units can be divided into several zones of inspection depending on the accessibility of the asset and

methodologies available to perform the inspection.

2.1. Zones of Inspections

In accordance with the literature, the researchers suggest a division of offshore structures into the following zones [Z*]

(see Figure 1):

Figure 1. Inspection zones of offshore structures. (a) Fixed platform; (b) Floating platform.

Z1 Superstructure (from the lower deck to the upper mast): This refers to the upper part of the offshore platform,

including living quarters, helidecks, and process equipment (modules). Inspections in this zone are crucial to ensure the

safety and functionality of the equipment and structures located on the topside . The accessibility of this zone is

relatively easier compared to other areas, as it can be reached by personnel and equipment through stairs or elevators,

except for some specific structures, such as flares and towers.

Z2 Splash/Spray zone (from the waterline to the lower deck): This zone is located above the waterline and includes

areas that are exposed to waves, wind, and occasional splashes of seawater. Inspections in the splash/spray zone are

crucial, as this area is susceptible to corrosion and degradation as a result of exposure to harsh environmental

conditions . However, this area is difficult to access and requires specialised equipment and techniques for

inspection (climbing).

Z3 Subsea zone near the water line (below the water line up to 50 m depth): This zone encompasses the hull of the

floating/fixed platform , as well as the equipment and connections of the risers. Inspections in this subsea zone are

crucial to ensure the integrity of the hull and the proper functioning of the risers . Accessing this zone for inspections

can be challenging, as it commonly requires diving. Today, common ROVs and AUVs cannot operate in this depth due

to limitations in their capabilities and manoeuvrability.

Z4 Subsea dynamic zone (from 50 m depth until the touchdown point (TDP) and pipe anchoring system laying on the

seabed): This zone includes the risers that carry hydrocarbons from the subsea wells to the top-side processing facility

. Inspections in this subsea dynamic zone are critical in identifying potential defects or damage to the risers that

could lead to leaks or failures. Inspections in this zone are particularly challenging due to the extreme depths and harsh

conditions encountered. The “vertical” position of the pipes and their movements may make the inspection process

difficult.

Z5 Subsea submerged zone (all assets laying on the seabed): This zone encompasses all assets located on the

seabed, such as pipelines, structures, and equipment . Inspections in this submerged subsea zone are essential to

detect any damage, corrosion, or integrity issues that could affect the safety and reliability of the assets . This area

may be easier to inspect, as the pipes are horizontal and fixed on the seabed. However, from time to time, the

equipment may be submerged in sediment or covered with marine growth, making inspections more challenging.
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It is important to recognise that certain structural components can extend over several areas, requiring a range of

inspection techniques within each zone. This emphasises the need for a comprehensive selection of inspection methods

to effectively assess various aspects of these complex elements; see Table 1.

Table 1. Specifications of elements within different zones of offshore production units.

Zone Specific Element

1 Platform superstructure and top-side modules

2, 3 Riser balcony, I-tube, bend stiffener

3, 4 Rigid and flexible risers

3, 4, 5 Control lines and umbilicals

3, 4 Subsea structure

2, 3, 4, 5 Mooring system

5 Wellheads

5 Flowlines

3. Common Approaches of Offshore Inspection

It should be emphasised that the traditional method used in inspection operations heavily depends on visual inspections.

This method effectively identifies various anomalies such as damage (e.g. abrasion, rupture, leakage, and deformations)

present on the outer covering of a submarine system. Additionally, it can also detect failures in relief valves located at the

top section and identify errors in ship positioning for floating platforms. There are two primary techniques used for visual

inspections: General Visual Inspection (GVI) and Close Visual Inspection (CVI). GVI involves using cameras mounted on

ROVs or AUVs to visually detect damage and leaks. On the other hand, CVI requires more thorough cleaning processes

and is typically employed to examine welds, corrosion levels, and cracks. These visual inspection techniques, although

widely used and effective in detecting surface-level issues, have limitations when it comes to assessing the overall health

and condition of underwater structures.

Common approaches to offshore inspection include mainly the use of inspectors for the superstructure (zone 1), climbing

workers for the splash/spray area (zone 2), divers for the subsea area near the water line (zone 3), and remotely operated

vehicles for the dynamic subsea zone (zone 4) and underwater zone (zone 5) . However, in recent years, offshore

companies have been trying to improve inspection efficiency while reducing risks to human life. This has led to the

adoption of technological advancements in inspection techniques, such as the use of UAVs and ASVs (zones 1 and 2),

mini ROVs (zone 3), advanced inspection systems (zone 4), and AUVs (zone 5). These technological advancements have

revolutionised the inspection process by offering greater mobility, remote monitoring capabilities, and better accessibility to

difficult-to-reach areas.

The use of drones in zones 1 and 2 allows for more efficient inspections of the superstructure and splash/spray area,

reducing the need for human inspectors to physically climb or access these areas. Furthermore, drones equipped with

high-resolution cameras and sensors can provide detailed visual imagery and data for analysis, allowing operators to

identify potential problems or defects without the need for direct physical inspection. Similarly, mini ROVs have become

popular for inspections in zone 3, as they can navigate the subsea area near the water line with greater agility and

flexibility compared to human divers. Advanced inspection systems and autonomous underwater vehicles are used in

zones 4 and 5, respectively. These advanced technologies offer the advantage of collecting data on the states of the

subsea structure without the need for humans to operate them.
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